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Part of the new-look series of Miss Marple audio books for the 21st century. The villagers of

Chipping Cleghorn, including Jane Marple, are agog with curiosity over an advertisement in the local

gazette which reads: 'A murder is announced and will take place on Friday October 29th, at Little

Paddocks at 6.30 p.m.' A childish practical joke? Or a hoax intended to scare poor Letitia Blacklock?

Unable to resist the mysterious invitation, a crowd begins to gather at Little Paddocks at the

appointed time when, without warning, the lights go out...
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Like with "The Moving Finger," this is a Christie mystery I read maybe 5 years ago and then picked

up again just recently. And, similar to that one, I somewhat remembered the solution to this mystery,

though I couldn't remember nor ever quite reconfigure the logic behind it.For those who don't know,

this excellent mystery starts off with a murder being announced in the personal ads in the local

village paper. Somewhat akin to the irony of "Gross Pointe Blank" - where nobody believes that

Cusack is a hitman because he states it directly - no one believes that a murder will really happen.

Who would advertise such a thing? And so, in a predictable English manner, all the neighbors turn

up - each insisting they just happened to drop by.Thus begins a subtly humorous and mind-bending

tale. After reading a number of poor books lately, I have to say that it felt good to be back in

Agatha's capable hands. She develops a small pool of likable characters that you can keep track

of...and never really trust. She throws out red herrings galore and keeps you on your toes as you try



to fit together the random jig saw piece clues handed to you. Of course, Miss Marple is on to things

fairly early, but will you be?Of note in this particular Christie mystery: - In addition to Miss Marple,

Christie develops a likable & capable if slightly lackluster inspector in Craddock. I think it shows

Christie's continued desire to mix things up and try new crime-solving combinations - The time

period is right after WWII, and so you pick up on what life was like in Britain in that time period.

There is reference to food rations, Mittel European servants, reduced amounts of hired help, shifting

of the population (even in small towns), an increased amount of suspicion with foreigners, etc.

This was the third book of Agatha Christie's that I read, and the one that cemented my opinion of

her as an utterly ingenious storyteller. "A Murder is Announced" is a book that I can come back to

again and again, noticing something different each time, and marveling at the amount of

foreshadowing and carefully-placed clues that have been strewn throughout the narrative, so

obvious in hindsight, yet so carefully woven into the story that it takes a keen eye to pick up on

them.The residents of Chipping Cleghorn are astonished at an advertisement placed in their local

paper, claiming that a murder is to take place in the home of Miss Letitia Blacklock that night. Even

more strangely, Miss Blacklock is as baffled at the appearance of the announcement as the rest of

them. The other residents of the house (a childhood friend, two distant relatives, a refugee and a

somewhat mysterious boarder) all claim innocence, and so it is a rather bemused gathered in the

drawing room once her neighbours converge on Little Paddocks for what they assume is a

murder-mystery party. As the clock chimes the half-hour, the lights go out, and gun-shots are fired.

When the confusion passes, someone is dead.Luckily the elderly Miss Marple is staying with a

friend in the village, and offers her services to the police to help gather some more information

about the people involved. What with the authorities having come to the shaky conclusion that the

events of the night in question were some kind of botched burglary, the spinster-sleuth decides to

do some of her specialized snooping. That is, she socializes with those involved, and draws

parallels between the impression she has of them with the residents in her own village in an attempt

to understand character, background and possible motivation.
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